Agenda Item No

The Vale of Glamorgan Council
Environment and Regeneration Scrutiny Committee: 6
December, 2018
Report of the Director of Environmental and Housing
Street Lighting Energy Reduction Strategy Update
Purpose of the Report
1.

To update Committee on the implementation of Street Lighting Energy Reduction
Strategy Option 3.

Recommendations
1.

That Committee notes the contents of this report.

2.

That a further Street Lighting Energy Reduction Strategy Update is received on
completion of Phase 2, Option 3.

Reasons for the Recommendations
1.

To update Committee on progress of the Street Lighting Energy Reduction Strategy.

2.

To ensure Committee receive further update reports on this important energy and
cost saving initiative.

Background
2.

Cabinet considered a report 'Street Lighting Energy Reduction Strategy - Next Steps'
at its meeting on 25th April 2016. The report advised of the current position with the
'Street Lighting Energy Reduction Strategy' and proposed a series of further
measures aimed at supporting the transition to full LED lighting to realise further
energy savings. Minute number C3160 records that Cabinet resolved:
(1) T H A T the current position with the part night lighting and LED light installation
programme be noted.
(2) T H A T the report and all the options and associated issues included in the report
be referred to the Scrutiny Committee (Economy and Environment) for consideration.
(3) T H A T a further report be presented to Cabinet on conclusion of the
consideration of the issue by the Scrutiny Committee (Economy and Environment).
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3.

The Scrutiny Committee (Environment and Regeneration) considered the 'Street
Lighting Energy Reduction Strategy - Next Steps' report on 17 May, 2016. Minute
C3198 records that Scrutiny Committee subsequently:
RECOMMENDED - T H A T Cabinet be advised that Option 3 was the Committee’s
preferred option as it would be a more comprehensive strategy for the Council to
follow

4.

Minute number C3198 records that Cabinet having considered the recommendation
by Scrutiny Committee (Environment and Regeneration) at its meeting on 25th April
2016 resolved to:
(1) T H A T the comments of the Scrutiny Committee Environment and Regeneration
be noted.
(2) T H A T the use of £1.2m from the Visible Services reserve to fund the
replacement of all remaining conventional residential street lighting with LED units be
agreed, and that this be included in the 2016 / 2017 Capital Programme.
(3) T H A T the progression of 'Option 3' detailed within the report be agreed and that,
where possible, all old and new LED light installations be dimmed from midnight until
dawn the following day.
(4) T H A T delegated authority be granted to the Director of Environment and
Housing Services, in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Building Services,
Highways and Transportation, to amend the current street lighting maintenance
arrangements to include consideration of all forms of delivery, including outsourcing
the service if this is established to be the most cost effective arrangement.

5.

This report provides an update on the progress of implementing Option 3 and the
investment of £1.2m in 2016/17 and £100k in 2017/18 and 2018/19 to dim existing
LED lights at midnight and convert all residential street lights to LED which were also
to be dimmed at midnight.

6.

Prior to implementing Option 3, some 33% of Council street lights had already been
converted to LED. There remained approximately 5,900 street lamps in residential
areas throughout the Vale that would need to be changed as part of the Option 3
investment proposals.

7.

Of these 5,900 street lamps, over 5,000 were estimated to comprise of conventional
street lighting lanterns with either post top mounted or side entry mounted fittings to
fix directly onto existing standard steel or aluminium street lighting columns. The
remaining 846 lanterns are located on heritage, ornamental, decorative and cast iron
street lighting columns and also include subway lights, bulkheads, floodlights etc.
which cannot be replaced with the conventional LED lanterns and require bespoke
LED lanterns and fittings.

8.

A further separate project to replace existing main road street lighting lanterns with
LED is currently progressing with loan funding of £1,916,079 from Salix Finance ltd.
This is a two year project that commenced in April this year and is currently not
anticipated to be completed until March 2020 when all street lights throughout the
Vale will have then be converted to LED.

Relevant Issues and Options
9.

To manage the project in the most convenient and productive manner, it was decided
to progress the project in two distinct phases. Phase 1 would include the conversion
of all remaining conventional street lighting lanterns in residential areas to maximise
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the benefits identified of the switch to LED technology. Phase 2 would deal with the
more bespoke arrangements required to convert heritage, ornamental, decorative
and cast iron columns as well as subway lights, bulkheads, floodlights etc. This will
require the review and investigation of specialist equipment available to meet the
Council's specific requirements in terms of converting these lanterns which are
unlikely to realise the same benefits of the standard lanterns given the technology
available. Phase 2 will also incorporate the necessary work to dim all existing LED
lights by 50% between midnight and 06:00am.
10. In order to comply with Council's Financial Procedures when implementing Phase 1,
a rigorous design and procurement process was undertaken in 2016/17 to identify
the most suitable LED lantern specification to replace all remaining conventional
residential street lights as well as to appoint the most appropriate and cost effective
LED lantern manufacturer / supplier. Tender documents were issued via Sell to
Wales website on 7th November 2016 inviting eight specialist street lighting suppliers
to submit tenders by the specified return date of Noon on 25th November 2016. The
award criteria was specified to be evaluated on the basis of the most advantageous
tender price submitted with a strict pass or fail requirement in terms of complying with
the detailed specification. Following a detailed assessment and arithmetic checks of
the submitted tenders it was determined that the most advantageous (lowest) tender
price complying with the specification criteria was submitted by specialist lantern
manufacturer Urbis Schréder Ltd. As such the contract was awarded to Urbis
Schréder Ltd to supply the required new LED lanterns in April 2017.
11. To enable a better understanding of the community’s viewpoint in regard to future
LED installations, particularly in residential areas, it was decided to undertake a small
scale consultation in the Pencoedtre area of two types of lantern with different colour
temperatures. The different colour temperatures used in the trial were Neutral White
and Warm White LED lamps. There was no difference in cost or quality between
these two types of LED lantern to impact or invalidate the contract for supply of the
LED lanterns awarded to Urbis Schréder Ltd in April 2017.
12. The specific details of the LED lantern trial in the form of an ‘information pack’ which
included a resident letter, questionnaire and plan providing details and instructions
for the trial was delivered to relevant households along Glas y Llwyn and Melyn y
Gors in Pencoedtre by hand on Friday 11th August 2017. The intention was that
residents observe the lighting at night over the following week and then complete and
return the questionnaire in a prepaid envelope. Details of the ‘information pack’ are
attached in Appendix A. Prior to issuing the 'information pack' the Council replaced 5
lanterns in Glas y Llwyn with Neutral White LED lamps and 5 lanterns in Melyn y
Gors with Warm White LED lamps.
13. Pencoedtre was chosen for the trial as it represented a typical residential
neighbourhood in the Vale where the arrangement of adjoining / interconnecting
streets was considered to allow easy comparison of the two lantern types to be
installed. It was also a reasonably short distance from the Council’s Alps depot
where the street lighting team is based allowing quick and efficient access to the area
to install and / or adjust the lantern units as required for the trial.
14. The Council received four responses from some 20 households who were asked to
take part along each street involved in the trial and consultation. This low response
rate is not surprising as residents likely recognised that LED lanterns, which are
exempt from part-night lighting, offer a significant benefit to street lights being turned
off between midnight and 6am and are therefore generally ambivalent to the minimal
difference in the colour temperature of lighting afforded by the two lanterns trialed.
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15. Out of the four responses received a majority of three identified a preference for
neutral white colour temperature of the LED lanterns as fitted along Glas y Llwyn with
no adverse comments made regarding dimming. As a consequence, the Council
committed to proceed with the move to full LED throughout all residential areas within
the Vale in accordance with the Council's previously agreed Street Lighting Energy
Reduction Strategy using the neutral white LED lanterns with dimming to 50%. The
neutral white LED lantern was also consistent with previous LED lanterns that had
been fitted previously throughout various areas of the Vale and is considered to offer
better colour rendition within the street scene as well as providing optimum energy
saving and reduced CO2 emissions.
16. Following the LED lantern trial, an Order was placed for the delivery of the necessary
LED lanterns with specialist lantern manufacturer Urbis Schréder Ltd for the neutral
white LED lantern. The terms of the contract identified that new lanterns had a
delivery lead time of 6-8 weeks from submission of order with an additional 2 week
factory shutdown for Christmas needing to be factored in to any orders placed before
January 2017.
17. Concurrently, tender documents were also prepared to procure the services of
specialist street lighting installer to carry out the conversion of remaining
conventional residential street lights to LED. Again, tender documents were issued
via Sell to Wales website with tenders being returned by the specified return date of
Noon on 7th December 2017. Tenders were assessed on the basis of the most
advantageous tender price submitted with a pass or fail requirement in terms of the
detailed requirements of the tender. Following detailed assessment the contract was
awarded to the specialist installer Centregreat Limited on 9th January 2018. The
installer confirmed that the works would take some 14 weeks in total to complete the
full installation in all residential streets in the Vale subject to agreed start date.
18. The works to convert all remaining conventional residential street lights to LED
subsequently commenced during the week commencing 26th February 2018 in the
eastern urban areas of the Vale and extend north and west to completion. All Ward
Members were provided with a detailed street by street schedule of the works
programme to fit the new LED lanterns in their Wards in February 2018. The
conversion of conventional residential street lights throughout the Vale was
substantially completed by the end of August 2018 at which time the installer
Centregreat Ltd. had installed 5,313 LED lanterns with approximately 53 not replaced
due to overgrown vegetation from private properties restricting access to the lamp
column or lantern. Arrangements are currently progressing to remove the vegetation
and these outstanding works should now be completed by the end of the calendar
year.
19. Works are currently progressing on the implementation of Phase 2 of the project to
convert the remaining 896 heritage, ornamental, decorative and cast iron columns as
well as subway lights, bulkheads, floodlights etc. to LED lanterns which exist in
certain residential areas, including conservation areas within the Vale of Glamorgan.
20. There are currently some 268 cast iron or ornamental columns that can be directly
swapped over to the conventional street lighting columns and utilise the conventional
LED lanterns for continuity to match in with existing roads that have already been
converted to LED under Phase 1 of this project. A further 50 cast iron lighting
columns whose lanterns cannot be readily switched to LED are required to be fully
replaced in order to convert them to LED technology.
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21. There are 20 bulkhead lanterns to replace with LED in The Mount, Dinas Powys.
These lanterns were fabricated when the site was first developed and are bespoke
only to this particular road. They are not a standard specification and it is intended to
replace these bulkhead lanterns with the Council's current specification LED bollard
lantern for consistence and ease of future maintenance and repair. The proposed
changes will be notified to both residents and the Council's Planning Department
before this change is undertaken.
22. It has been confirmed that 172 heritage style lighting columns located mainly in the
Penarth area and Whitmore Footpath, Barry Island that can now be easily replaced
with an off the shelf heritage style LED lantern as a direct conversion which needs to
be procured in accordance with the Council's Financial regulations.
23. There are currently 204 cast iron columns with a swan neck bracket are proposed to
be replaced with the conventional LED lanterns. This will require cutting off the old
bracket on the end of the swan neck and installing an adaptor for the conventional
LED lantern. In the future, there will need to consider a rolling program to replace
approximately 200 of these old cast iron columns with newer style columns subject to
budget availability. The LED lanterns will be reutilised should such replacement
programme commence.
24. Within Penarth Marina there are 148 Saturn style or globe lanterns which are
proposed to be directly swapped to a conventional LED lantern. This will require the
replacement and / or modification of the existing bracket arrangement on the existing
street lighting columns. These proposed changes will be notified to both the residents
association and Ward Members prior to any works taking place.
25. Along the Barry Waterfront and Barry Island Promenade there are 205 bespoke style
lanterns that require conversation to LED. Due to the style and costs to procure these
particular lanterns two options are being considered at this time. This includes
retaining the existing lantern and installing a retrofit gear tray / globe or alternately
retaining the existing lantern globe and installing a bespoke LED lamp.
26. There are 41 subway, wall lights and flood lights throughout the Vale that require
complete replacement with new LED units. These lights are site specific and will
need to be individually assessed and new lights sourced to fit and suite the location.
27. There are currently 15 zebra crossing locations that require conversion of 30 no.
lanterns to LED units. The design for this work has been completed and procurement
will be carried out this financial year.
28. The various elements of the phase 2 works described above are currently being
planned and programmed with the intention of completing this phase within the next
six months subject to procurement of any necessary specialist equipment required.
When completed the overall project to convert residential lanterns to LED in
residential areas will be successfully concluded. As previously advised a further LED
replacement programme involving non-residential, mainly, main road lighting is
currently being developed and this will be the subject of future reports to Cabinet and
this Committee.
29. As the conversion of all conventional residential street lights to LED throughout the
Vale was only completed by the end of August 2018, a detailed analysis has yet to
be undertaken to understand the full energy and CO2 savings achieved to date.
30. The previous report on 'Street Lighting Energy Reduction Strategy - Next Steps'
assumes a 3% per annum inflation for projected energy costs year on year
associated with Option 3. However, the unit rate for street lighting energy has
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increased from 1st April 2018 this financial year from 12.69 to 13.65p per kWh. This
represents an increase of some 8% which is significantly higher than the 3% per
annum inflation originally projected.
31. Therefore, whilst the kWh's consumed indicates a considerable energy saving which
is attributable to the ongoing conversion to LED, it is considered that the cost savings
that will be achieved and the pay-back period for the investment as reported for
Option 3 is unlikely to be fully realised at this time. A more detailed analysis of energy
and cost savings will be carried out following completion of the final Phase 2 element
of this project
32. The reduction in CO2 emissions is directly related to the energy consumed in kWh's
and should therefore be unaffected by the price increases in the unit rate for street
lighting energy.

Resource Implications (Financial and Employment)
33. The original budget to carry out the conversion of all residential street lighting
lanterns to LED approved by Cabinet in 2016 as part of the Council's Street Lighting
Energy Reduction Strategy was £1.3m.
34. The current budget remaining for the 2018/19 financial year is £650k,will be used to
cover the remaining costs of Phase 1 and also Phase 2 works.
35. Option 3 to dim existing LED lights at midnight and convert all street lighting in
residential areas to LED which are also to be dimmed at midnight, is being project
managed using the Council's in-house street lighting resources.

Sustainability and Climate Change Implications
36. The implementation of Option 3 was estimated to reduce the Council's CO²
emissions by 493 tonnes per annum which represents a major contribution towards
the Council's greenhouse gas reduction targets.

Legal Implications (to Include Human Rights Implications)
37. The Council has a legal duty to protect users of the public highway and its liabilities in
respect of any changes to street lighting need to be carefully assessed and managed
to avoid any additional third party risks as a consequence.
38. There are no Human Rights Implications with regard to this report.

Crime and Disorder Implications
39. Part-night lighting schemes and light dimming schemes are not new initiatives. They
have been in operation in certain Local Authorities in England for some time. So far
the evidence from these schemes, suggest no increases in crime and disorder as a
result of the lighting change. However, the size of the samples for such assessments
and the timeframes used are generally insufficient to provide unequivocal evidence of
the effects of the change. There will also be a 'local' element to any such changes
and this will have to be carefully monitored and assessed in the vale if the proposal is
accepted.
40. The effects of reduced lighting on road traffic collisions' is also a debateable point.
Certain newspaper headlines over recent years have suggested a correlation
between reduced street lighting and an increase in the number of road deaths and
serious injuries. Again this is a matter that requires much greater investigation over a
longer time period. All road traffic incidence within the Vale are monitored and
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consideration is always given in such monitoring to the possible highway
implications, which includes street lighting.

Equal Opportunities Implications (to include Welsh Language issues)
41. The implementation of LED lanterns in all residential areas is considered to offer a
substantial benefit to all residents including members of the public with protected
characteristics over the current part-night lighting which it replaces.

Corporate/Service Objectives
42. This report links primarily to the wellbeing outcome of "An environmentally
responsible and prosperous Vale", but also links to the outcome of "An inclusive a
Safe Vale".
43. The specific objective is objective 4; "Promoting sustainable, development and
protecting the environment, and the related action is; Review and implement the
Council's Carbon Management Plan and targets to reduce emissions from Street
Lighting, Council vehicles and Council buildings 2017 / 2018.

Consultation (including Ward Member Consultation)
44. No Ward Member consultation has been undertaken as the matters relates to all
areas of the Vale of Glamorgan.

Background Papers
None.

Contact Officer
Michael Clogg, Operational Manager Engineering - 029 20673200.

Officers Consulted
Operational Manager Legal Services
Accountant, Environment and Housing Services
Team Leader - Neighbourhood Services (Street Lighting)

Responsible Officer:
Miles Punter - Director of Environment and Housing Services
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